
Challenges, Initiatives and Insights

Charting consumer behaviour across four European countries, 
RTL AdConnect's Responsible Brands study shows most people 
expect the media and brands to inform and educate them on the 
climate crisis.

Methodology.
The quantitative study surveyed people in 4 countries: the UK, France, Germany and Italy, with a representative sample of 1000 
individuals for each country, aged between 18 and 65. The report was created in partnership with M6 Publicité, the French advertising 
sales house of Groupe M6. Our extensive study gives a better understanding of European consumers’ changing behaviour in response 
to the climate emergency, and highlights their expectations towards brands and media.

71%
of Europeans polled think 

we are experiencing a very 
serious ecological crisis

Europeans expect media to educate them on the topic. 62% of respondents in 
Germany and 88% in Italy, expect the media to inform them more and advise 
them on these important subjects through their content.

Italians, for example, had the 
lowest level of awareness of 
the Carbon Footprint Concept. 
And more than half of the 
British respondents had never 
heard of digital pollution, 
unlike almost 80% of their 
French counterparts.
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Do you know what a carbon footprint is? 
% Ever heard of it

Have you ever heard of "Digital Pollution"?
% Ever heard of it
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Jane�Atkinson
SVP Global Production Fremantle

We’ve released our Albert carbon 
footprint calculator across all our 
production companies. 
We are asking them to catch up with 
the UK, who have had 10 years with 
the  tool, within the next few years.
Because we are in a crisis.
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The role of media
content in sustainability   

awarness      

PART 1

All Europeans are preoccupied by the ecological 
situation but detailed topics gain less awareness. 

When it comes to the ecological concerns of 
European audiences there are some discrepancies.

Gill Rilley
Marketing Director Quorn FoodsThe introduction of vegan and 

vegetarian products in popular soap 
operas normalizes these products. 
They are now becoming mainstream 
products, not just an alternative.

Media groups and production 
companies are responding to this 
increasing consumer demand and 
are now integrating the topic 
into their programming and 
content development.

Lucy�Crotty
Cutural Insight & Strategy ITV

Our goal is to make the biggest 
shows with the smallest 

footprint. So we have weaved 
sustainability into some of the 

storylines of our major UK soaps, 
such as Coronation Street and 

Emmerdale.

Is sustainable consumer 
 behaviour a challenge 
  for brands?
   

PART 2

On food, Italians are far ahead in embracing 
organic, local and seasonal products. 

Germans are big cyclists but tend to travel 
further from home to go on vacation, like Brits. 

In the hygiene & beauty sector, Italians are 
very fond of natural products and Germans 

opt for eco-friendly products, such as 
ecological nappies.

UK 2.6% 

FRANCE 8% 

ITALY 15% 

GERMANY 8% 

SPAIN 10% 

EU AVERAGE 8.5% 

Organic Farming Area
% of total farming area, 2019

FOOD SECTOR

Single-use plastic is a well identi�ed 
matter for all Europeans and retailers 
take action by collecting plastic or 
promoting re-usable packaging.

Plastic packaging & waste: retailers 
take action!

Here are a list of actions, which are the 
ones you’re taking? 
% Agree 

Buy bulk food

Go to local stores
Check

ingredients

Compost
Trash

Check labels
Limit plastic
packaging

Use re-usable
packaging

Mobility isn’t only about our daily 
commuting, it’s also about where 
we spend our holidays. And on 
that topic, it’s the French & the 
Italians who are most likely to 
remain in their home country. 

Actually, it is more a habit than 
sustainable behaviour but with 4X 
more international departures,
German tourists are not ready to 
give up their holidays abroad!

MOBILITY

FRANCE 27M 

UK 70M 

GERMANY 108M 

ITALY 33M 

Germany is the European country with
the most "international departures" of 
tourists going abroad. 
International tourist departures, per country, 2018. 

FASHION

With 80B pieces of textiles produced 
yearly and a huge volume of water 
consumption, plus a high risk of water 
pollution, the fashion industry is under 
close scrutiny. 
We observe a high growth potential for the 
currently limited second-hand market, as 
respectively 34% & 43% of consumers are 
interested to buy & sell second-hand 
clothes but �nd it di�cult in practice. 
This emerging market is addressed by pure 
players o�ering a marketplace approach – 
Vinted, Vestiaire Collective.

Which of the following actions match your behaviour 
% Done Intent %: don’t but interested/do but think it’s di�cult

Buy green 
label clothes

Give unused
clothes

Buy good quality &
durable clothes
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Buy second-
hand clothes

34% 
intend to do it

43% 
intend to do it

Sell unused
clothes

BEAUTY
Germany & France have the highest proportion of natural & organic 
hygiene and beauty products. But what makes the Italians more likely to buy 
national organic & local products is the high density of domestic brands that 
provide these products. 

Which of the following action are you taking? 
% Agree 

Home made
cosmetics

Against animal
testing

*Washable or 
ecological diapers

Check
ingredients

Solid
cosmetics

Natural
ingredients

Nationally
produced

Organic
cosmetics
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Hannah�Wickes
Chief Marketing O�cer Ecosia We have whole societies and economies 

that would not take into consideration 
their footprint and we're not changing 
that structure, but we're asking 
consumers to stop using plastic straws. 

Consumers expect more engagement from 
the brands  

People want information on the 
products they buy as well as on 
the companies themselves. 
The majority of French people 
even want advertising to 
provide information on 
responsible actions.

     REAL           Nobody is perfect when it comes to the environments
     PRACTICAL      Here’s what you can do?
     EMPATHETIC    Let me help you
     LOCAL          Control what you can control

HUMOUR, as used in a Quorn Foods ad spot, is a good way to avoid green 
blaming.

75%
FRANCE

educate consumers to 
consume in a responsible 

way

85%
FRANCE

show initiatives to reduce
carbon footprint

Avoiding both green washing and green blaming, it's important to �nd a 
middle ground in the tone for ethical communication.
 

Partnership
solutions for  

engaged ads   

     

PART 3

Brands are facing a challenge in communicating 
their responsible initiatives. Despite the fact 
that most of them have integrated social & 

environmental change in their communication, 
40% of Europeans can’t name a single responsible 
brand & 9 out of 10 think it’s di�cult to determine 

if a brand really acts responsibly. 

79%
of awarded campaigns at 

Cannes Lions were 
"engaged"

68%
of brands integrate 

social, environmental 
challenges in their 

communication

Brand communications make an e�ort on ethics BUT

Would you say it is easy to determine if a brand acts responsibility? % Yes
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9 out of 10 think it’s di�cult to determine if a brand really 
acts responsibly.
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Committed brands need suitable environments that match their 
values and messages.

info@rtladconnect.com

Contact us 


